MEDIA RELEASE

2nd day of The 109th Trinidad and Tobago Open Amateur Golf Championship & President’s Cup

Trinidad & Tobago, Port of Spain:

Brilliant Sunshine sustained the 2nd day of The 109th Open Amateur Golf Championship & President’s Cup with anxious golfers commencing as early as 6.30 am. In order for this event to be a resounding success, we rely on corporate sponsorship. Special thanks to Caribbean Airlines, The Caribbean Bottlers Trinidad Limited, PAN American Life, Angostura Limited, Stephen Ames Foundation, First Citizens Bank, Caribel, Yamaha, Miller Lite and JZ Energy.

In the Ladies division today Ysabelle Lawrence maintained her lead by 8 shots shooting 82 totaling 158 today followed by Karina Matabadal in 2nd position with 84 totaling 166 and Sabrina Mitchell with 81 in 3rd with 169.

Zico Correia & Raymond Craig maintained the lead tied in 1st position in the 2nd Flight with 88 respectively totaling 1680 a mere one shot over Eun Dae Lee scoring 84 totaling 169 in 3rd position.

Timothy Dexter was unable to hold his lead today to Shakka Beephan who was in second position yesterday and shot 80 today totaling 164 to set his gap by 4 shots to Thomas Bannon from Scotland with 85 totaling 168 in in the First flight division. Coming in 3rd with a three way tied total of 169 were Ravi Deonarine with 84, Brian Muir of Canada with 85 and Raphael Rose with the lowest score of the flight with 78.

There was a turn of events today in the Championship flight with veteran Dave Rajkumar shooting level par of 72 totaling 150 taking the lead with a mere shot away from a tied 2nd place between Clint Alfred & Sachin Kumar with scores of 75 respectively totaling 151 then Richard Camacho with 74 totaling 153.

The Seniors division being led by Reynold Deonath shooting the lowest score with 76 totaling 155, taking the lead by one shot from Neil Waterfield who scored 79 totaling156 in 2nd position and Krishan Narine with 80 in 3rd.

Fabien Lee Fong in the Super Seniors flight had a grand day with a level par 72 finish maintaining his lead and scoring the lowest in his category totaling 149 a 9 shot lead to Tyrone Leong with 79 totaling 158 in 2nd position and Arjoon Samlal with 79 totaling 163 in 3rd.
The Trinidad & Tobago team doubled their lead today by six shots with Sol Joanni scoring 74 and Sachin Kumar 75 totaling 318 and the team from Barbados Julien Jordan with 79 and Scott Stollmeyer with 76 totaling 306 both teams vying for The President’s Cup.